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FISCHER V. O'SHAUGHNESSEY AND

ANOTHER.

1. JOINT INFRINGEMENT—PLEADING.

The objection that a bill does not allege an infringement by
the defendants jointly should be taken by demurrer.

2. LETTERS PATENT No. 74,068, granted to Valentine
Fischer, February 4, 1868, for an “improvement in machine
for forming sheet-metal mouldings,” are shown to be
infringed, as to the fourth claim, by the evidence in this
case.—[ED.

In Equity. Suit for Infringement.
Charles F. Blake, for plaintiff.
James H. Whitelegge, for defendants.
BLATCHFORD, C. J. All material questions

involved in this case are covered by the decisions
in the cases of the same plaintiff against Hayes and
Neil, except the question of infringement. The bill
contains the same allegation on that point as in the
case against Neil. Mr. Abbott testifies that he saw at
the defendants' shop, on the nineteenth of June, 1879,
which was four days before the bill was sworn to, and
five days before it was filed, a machine for bending
sheet metal, of which he produces a drawing. He also
describes the construction and mode of operation of
the machine and the dies he so saw. It is clear that,
to make or use such a machine in the way described,
to bend sheet metal, infringes the fourth claim of the
plaintiff's patent. Mr. Abbott says that, at the time of
his said visit, he saw the defendant O'Shaughnessey
in person, and that he admitted to him (Mr. Abbott)
“that he had used the said machine as I have described
whenever necessary, since he had owned it for forming
cornice and similar work.” Neither of the defendants
is sworn, nor is any witness produced to show that
Mr. Abbott's drawing or description is incorrect, or



that the machine was not used by the defendants, or
that the defendants had more than one machine. The
answer states that the defendants are “advised that
their machine does not conflict with that described in
said letters patent of complainant.” It also denies that
the plaintiff has ever had any just right, by virtue 93

of any patent, in “the machine” used or operated by
the defendants. On all this there is shown a use by the
defendants of the machine seen and described by Mr.
Abbott. Taking the whole bill together, it must be held
to aver a user since the plaintiff's patent was granted,
and the proof and the answer must be held to apply
to such a case. The proof of user is sufficient without
the admission of Mr. O'Shaughnessey, and without
reference to the point taken that no admission by him
binds Simpson.

As to the point that the bill does not allege an
infringement by the defendants jointly, if it does not,
the objection should have been taken by demurrer; if
it does, the proof and the answer make out a joint
infringement.

There must be the usual decree for the plaintiff as
to the fourth claim of the patent.
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